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A R T I C L E I N F O 

 
A B S T R A C T 

Keywords:   Over the recent years, shipbuilders are adopting technologies which are 

more digitalized and data driven to meet the present demand to build ships 

faster, efficient and cost effective. This process requires integration of 

various shop floor activities, which would avoid movement of data in the 

form of papers/hardcopy plans between shop floors as the ship building 

starts its journey from design office. The industry has recognized the need 

to move towards “Datacentric Operations” to cater the data needs of all 

stakeholders including flag, classification society, owner etc.  
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 Introduction: 

 Since ancient times, India has popularly been 

known as the Golden bird, signifying the participation 

of our nation in trade activities across the globe. This 

can be attributed to the geographical advantage of the 

location of the Indian peninsula with a coastline close 

to 7517 kilometers which makes it a highly favored and 

accessible checkpoint with 12 major ports. The 

importance of the trade sector in the fore sailing of our 

nation can be easily appreciated by a multitude of 

statistics. However ground zero reports paint a 

completely different picture. The cause of failure of the 

Indian maritime industry is multifactorial. The 

dereliction of the same has become more evident with 

the backdrop of the Covid-19 pandemic. The take home 

message during the process of recovery is that ‘trade’ 

cannot be separated from fiscal and monetary policy 

measures as an essential ingredient. 

Financial Aspect: 

A. Challenges: 

 Heavy Tax Regime: Taxes levied on various 

monetary activities prove to be a huge burden for 

the industry, thus handcuffing Indian ship 

owners & keeping them from progressing. 

 Inability to gather foreign investment: Despite 

the allowance of 100% FDI in shipping since 

1997, we have not garnered any investment from  

 

the global forum rather, we have been losing out 

on our companies for reasons well known but not 

catered to. 

 Excessive ‘Nirbharta’ on foreign 

transhipment ports: An unfortunate scenario is 

that dealing of our own domestic products is not 

being fulfilled by our own shippers. To make 

matters worse, there are recent relaxed 

restrictions on Cabotage Rules and views on 

changing the ROFR (Right of First Refusal) 

Clause. 

B. Solutions: 

 Reforming the taxation Structure: This is the 

most important step which would make working 

easier for our shippers & put India at a better 

position in global market. As a market stat line 

trade through Indian shipping is 6 times costlier 

as compared through foreign shipping. 

 Scrapping of unnecessary charges: Removal of 

irrational costs (“India costs”) levied on Indian 

companies with the justification to benefit 

foreign contenders will provide relief to our 

companies and help in internalisation of the 

sector. 
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 Empowering Indian Shipping Industry: Indian 

policy makers have somehow managed to 

weaken indigenous maritime industry by 

formulating irrational rules and regulations.  

Every policy formulation should maintain a 

balance between domestic/new start-ups and 

foreign partners. 

 Maritime Development Fund: Long term funds 

are a crucial factor to support the extensive 

monetary requirements of the sector since this is 

one industry that requires a substantial amount of 

capital investment and running costs 

Infrastructure: 

A. Challenges: 

 Assisting Infrastructure: The crumbling state 

of infrastructure required to support shipping 

activities has strung out 2 major problems: 

 Increased cost associated with cargo 

transportation, devastating 11% of landed 

costs as compared to global average of 6%. 

 Dependence on neighbours to cater for our 

own needs, which breathes heavily on our 

annual revenue USD 230 million. 

 Topographical Constraints: Shallow ports at 

the Indian coastline are a huge drawback limiting 

the docking of big ships & vessels. 

 Limited Terminal Capacity & Pre-berthing 

Time: Indian ports are unequipped in terms of 

cargo handling & terminal capacity making them 

unfavourable for cargo vessels with bulk 

material and significant capital investments 

B. Solutions: 

 The Sagarmala Programme, by the GOI aims to 

launch a total of 189 projects catering to the 

infrastructure, modernisation & connectivity 

requirements. This involves a capital investment 

of 1.42 trillion ($ 22 billion) Rupees. 

 Establishment of the National Industrial Corridor 

Development and Implementation Trust 

(NICDIT) in 2016 will aid in developing 5 

industrial corridors. 

 The vast inland waterways prove to be a golden 

advantage to our nation and the government is 

planning to develop this sector, thus attracting 

private investment. 

Human Resource and Digital Development: 

A. Challenges: 

 Failure to leverage Labour Resources: Shabby 

management of the labour resources along with 

ineffective policies has created a human resource 

deficit. 

 Our seafarers prefer sailing abroad: Poor 

incentives & burden of taxation are driving away 

Indian mariners in search of better opportunities 

to foreign companies. 

 Requirement of Digital Development: Fast 

tracking the sinfully sluggish system is the need 

of the hour and digitization is the logical answer. 

B. Solution: 

 The Sagarmala project has produced about 

10,000 jobs in the past 3 years and the goal is to 

create more opportunities. 

Digitization: 

  Prioritization of the process of digitization is 

crucial. Furthermore, implementation of newer 

techniques at various levels of the sector will be Hail 

Mary for the industry in today’s time & age. 

Socio-Political Aspect: 

A. Challenges: 

 Wrath of Bureaucracy: The democratic 

approach may sound very appealing however its 

sloth like pace does not convert to positive on 

ground reforms. Before coming to any 

conclusion the government needs to keep in 

mind of multiple stake holders. 

 Private Participation still AWOL: Lack of 

Private participation is responsible for the many 

discrepancies & deficiencies in Indian maritime 

sector. More Private involvement can help this 

sector grow by leaps and bounds. 

B. Solution 

 Liberalization: A string stretched too far is 

bound to snap. Stringent regulations & contracts 

restrict functional flexibility of the sector. Call of 

the hour is to strengthen the Public-Private 

Partnership (PPP), so that we can adapt the pros 

of each arena to launch a stable & sturdy Indian 

maritime policy into global trade sector. 

 Partnerships can go a long way: A give & take 

relationship with our land locked neighbours can 

bring in loads of investments in terms of 

technology and manpower. This can be done 

with prominent organisations G7, SAARC, 

BIMSTEC, SCO & BRICS. India being an 

active participant & important contender in the 

fore mentioned bodies can use its position to 

reap huge benefits. Eco-friendly projects can 

attract European Union under Paris Agreement. 

 Modernisation with maritime clusters: A 

futuristic concept of development of maritime 

clusters will bring in huge opportunities & 

innovations in all spheres of the sector. The 

government of India has identified 2 states-Tamil 
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Nadu & Gujarat, to be prospective choices for 

such an initiative. 

 India can look with a vision of Carbon Neutral 

Nation for future timeline. 

 Major policy & strategy reforms are required 

in the current Maritime sector to make India 

Aatmanirbhar. 

 Understanding India and global relations 

affecting trade and hence the shipping sector 

is essential for the nation’s progress. 

 Awareness regarding the past, present and 

future of the Indian shipping industry and the 

fact that with changing times, various aspects 

of the industry need to evolve to catch up to 

the global demands. 

 

 

 

Conclusion: 

  Given the present scenario, India one of the major 

economies in the world. All now it depends upon the 

policy & approach with which we shape our maritime 

sector because that will eventually lead to the future of 

this nation. Therefore, it can be convincingly concluded 

that India is on the cusp of major maritime revolution 

which will play out over the next couple of years. 
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